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Practice makes perfect! That is the case with standardized tests too. Spectrum(R) Test Practice for

Grade 1 includes comprehensive and "real" first grade practice tests for language arts and math that

are Common Core aligned. Each test simulates the actual testing experience by including

directions, examples, test questions, and a separate answer sheet with "bubbles" to be filled in for

the answers. The online resources include language arts and math practice tests for your individual

state's alignments. Answer key included. Reproducible. 160 pages.
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My children are all homeschooled and do not take regular tests. These were great for helping them

prepare for the state required test. Get these not the other spectrum test prep. I did a search on the

spectrum website to view the pages beforehand unsure what to buy, these were the ones to get.

This is more suited for public schooled kids. I am a homeschooling mom and wanted to give my

child a "feel" for a real standardized test. Just as practice, since homeschoolers generally don't

need testing. I thought this would be a compilation of tests to practice on. Its portions of tests with

test taking strategies, which I guess is good but I'm not teaching to the test. I teach content. I

wanted a complete test in multiple areas to identify weaknesses... Again not necessary for our

family but I think teaching test taking is a skill that would be beneficial for her in the future. Anyway,



although it didn't meet our needs I can't say its horrible. Just not what I was looking for. I'll keep

searching (and reviewing to help others in their search!)

Working through these pages has left me wondering how any child could do well on one of these

standardized tests without prepping first. The instructions are complicated and change on every

page, sometimes within a page! Practicing on these worksheets has also given me a sense of the

detailed vocabulary that is necessary- even for first grade- to pick out the correct answer from the

distractors, let alone the clear wrong answer! One of the examples used the word "well" as the

opposite for "sick"- while one of the other distractor options was "happy". This is a level of nuance

that I think a just-arrived first grader could gloss over easily, especially given the over-whelming

amount of comprehension that is being tested. Who uses the word "well" nowadays in routine

conversation? Most people say "better", "I hope you feel better" if you are sick, which is close to

happy The other thing I have noticed is that many of the sections only have SIX questions. So if you

get one wrong,... It also doesn't leave your child much time to get a rhythm going, especially as you

flip from antonyms to synonyms to vocabulary to reading comprehension every two pages.

I ordered this because I wanted to evaluate my daughter and also to see what the CAT 6 TERRA

NOVA2 test is like. The questions are fairly easy to answer for my daughter who I am

homeschooling. We could have finished the book in 2 weeks if we wanted to. It helped prepare her

for the actual test because the practice test in this book are similar to the ones in the CAT 6.

I am satisfied with all the workbooks from Spectrum. They don't contain a lot of pictures, but that is

o.k. because I have a lot of other workbooks that do. It is a good workbook for reviewing core

concepts.

My daughter had fun working on it.we used it to prep her for her 1st grade testing.I liked the English

and math questions.the pictures here and there are also entertaining for a 6yr old.Time spent

valuable with my kid with this book.

I homeschool my 6 year old, so I bought this to see how she was doing compared to public school

standards. Worked well.
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